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Dear Delegates,  
 
 
 
It is truly an honor to be your president this year, introducing a whole-new committee 
to our XVI GCBMUN. We, your president and vice-president, sincerely believe that 
this new experience may allow you to acquire and develop your skills of oratory and 
research, understanding of economics and finances, team work and problem 
solving; and we are here to guide you during this process for you to achieve this. 
  
The following guide consists of an introduction to the committee and the 
development of a few topics we thought were pertinent. Even if reading this guide 
may be vital for your preparation, it is not the only document we expect you to rely 
on for this model´s preparation. We honestly believe in the substantial impact an 
adequate preparation may have on your performance this model, and the knowledge 
you may gain from it.  
 
At the same time, we are expecting you to exhibit your speaking skills; expressing 
yourselves coherently; taking into account the proper parliamentary process to 
follow; and remembering that the key to a great performance is the conception of 
economic and financial strategies, based on facts and authentic events.   
We are looking forward to see your performance.  
 
 
 
Best Regards,  
 
 
 
 
Diego Alejandro Ramírez Garrido.  
President 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



TOPIC 1: CTF (COUNTER- TERRORISM FINANCING) 
 
The Wolfsberg Group recognized the private sector role in this fight after 9/11; as 
soon as it occurred Wolfsberg started redacting the Wolfsberg Statement on the 
Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. 
 
Terrorist organizations need to finance themselves for a variety of reasons: 
 

 Big Organizations 
o Recruitment of individuals. See also Financing of Recruitment for 

Terrorist Purposes. 
o Recruitment Infrastructure. 
o Financial Incentives. 
o Non-ideologically aligned members (Require greater salaries). 
o Social media. 

 

 Operational Costs.  
o Transportation and Accommodation. 
o Acquisition of equipment (including weapons). 
o False identity documents. 
o Other expenses. 

 

 Training 
o Acquisition of facilities and equipment 

 

 Salaries to Further cementing loyalty to the organization 
o Maintenance of families of neutralized members 
o Maintenance of members 

 

 Social Services with the objective to undermine legitimate governments 
o Healthcare 
o Education 
o Neglected services from the government 

 

 Small Cells and Lone Actors 
o Living costs 
o Operational Costs 

. 
To treat this problem effectively, we shall first understand the different methods 
through which terrorists finance themselves: 
 

I. Legal Businesses 
It is a mistake to think that terrorist groups would only finance themselves through 
illegal activities such as Drug trafficking; terrorist organizations might as well use a 
perfectly normal businesses to fund themselves. There are a number of vital actions 
we can take to identify these legal businesses: 

https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/16.%20Wolfsberg_Statement_on_the_Suppression_of_the_Financing_of_Terrorism_%282002%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/16.%20Wolfsberg_Statement_on_the_Suppression_of_the_Financing_of_Terrorism_%282002%29.pdf
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/methodsandtrends/documents/financing-recruitment-terrorist-purposes.html
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/methodsandtrends/documents/financing-recruitment-terrorist-purposes.html


 Identifying High Risk Sectors and exerting heightened surveillance to 
customers related to these sectors. 

 Consulting lists of known or suspected terrorists and reporting matches of 
them to the authorities. 

 Exploring information sharing mechanisms with authorities, including active 
recognition of such trends related to terrorism financing. 

 
II. Self-funding 

This is especially true of small terrorist cells, foreign terrorist fighters and lone 
attackers who don’t need especially big budgets to fund their attacks. They can fund 
themselves through: 

 Savings 

 Credits 

 Businesses 
 

III. Charities and Crowdfunding 
There are 2 main ways through which terrorists can finance themselves using this 
method: 

 Abuse and Misuse of Non-Profit Organizations. This includes the diversion of 
funds the NPOs through affiliated members, exploitation of NPOs authorities, 
use of program delivery to support terrorist organizations and false 
representation of them. 

 Use of donations of large crowds or wealthy sponsors that are knowingly 
helping the criminal organization. 

 
IV. Illegal Activities 

As criminal organizations it is only natural to make use of questionable methods to 
fund themselves. The list includes: 

 Kidnapping and Human trafficking. 

 Extortion and illegal taxation. 

 Drug trafficking and distribution. 

 Smuggling. 

 Selling stolen cultural artefacts. 

 Identity theft. 

 Credit Card Fraud. 

 Bank robberies. 

 Armed robbery. 

 Money Laundering. 
 
 
Why would terrorists use the financial system?  
 
It is not a secret that banks are often used to transfer terrorist assets; this is because 
the speed and ease through which they can make transactions. The fact is that the 
banking sector isn’t secure enough yet to stop in time terrorist funding, because of 
the main factor that makes it attractive to customers: it is convenient; you don’t have 



to make a lot of paper work each time you withdraw money from your debit card; you 
can move money from one place of the globe to another easily and quickly; you don’t 
have to bring bags of effective to pay for something expensive you want to acquire; 
etc. 
 
It is natural then, that solutions that require customers to do more paperwork or 
require more time from our customer is bad for our businesses; they can be taken 
as a violation to their privacy and can make our banks much less attractive, not only 
against our banking competitors, but against other financial sector alternatives. It is 
important that our solutions do not involve extra duties on our customers, but more 
intelligent use of the available information. 
 
The perfectly imperfect solution 
 
The perfect tracking system isn’t necessary to suppress terrorism financing, if we 
make it secure enough and pose it as a big enough threat, we can make a big 
enough impact against terrorist organizations. To understand how we should 
understand the economic nuances of their behavior as economic players. 
(Necessary to see Introduction to Microeconomics, we are considering Terrorists as 
both a consumer of terrorism and as a producer of terrorism) See also Applying 
Intermediate Microeconomics to Terrorism. 
 

 First, terrorists do not act as completely rational players in the economy, 
therefore making it a lot harder to predict their behavior and act on it. The first 
differentiation we should make between the terrorist players and the normal 
players is that terrorists are way bolder than normal players, meaning that 
they are more prone to take risks. This means that solutions based on 
creating panic in their organizations (to raise their costs) won’t be very likely 
to be effective. 

 Second, depending on the scale of terrorist organizations, they might have 
more constrained budgets. Normally, terrorist groups have modest budgets, 
comprising at times less than $500 dollars per attack. Higher volume 
transactions might be a good indicator of relation to terrorism (especially big 
organizations); however, there are small transactions that might be also linked 
to terrorist activities. It should be the nature of the transactions we should look 
at: if they are international transactions from judiciary entities to a natural 
entity, if the transaction is between two judiciary entities that are newly 
formed, etc. 

 Third, it is safe to assume that in a consumer basket with 2 commodities T 
(terrorist activities) and N (normal activities), T would produce more utility than 
N to the terrorists, while to normal people it would produce none to negative 
utility. We can assume that depending on the activities of the organization, its 
individual demand on certain targets (for example: kidnapping or killing 
politicians, taking key locations, training new recruits, etc) will be higher or 
lower than other activities done by the group; then; we will call these activities 
priorities. We shouldn’t be looking on the activities themselves, but on the 

http://web.holycross.edu/RePEc/hcx/HC0412-Anderton-Carter_Terrorism.pdf
http://web.holycross.edu/RePEc/hcx/HC0412-Anderton-Carter_Terrorism.pdf


goods and services needed to perform those activities and find ways to 
identify transactions related to these goods and services, including 
cooperation with authorities. 

 Fourth, we must differentiate terrorists from their associates. While terrorists 
find utility in achieving the ideological goals they settled, their associates 
aren’t necessarily. Their associates might be interested in the monetary 
revenue that provides them collaborating with the terrorists. We can assume 
based on this that the associates aren’t as bold as terrorists (but still bold). By 
raising the opportunity-cost to the associates of the terrorists, we can raise 
the opportunity-cost of the terrorists, reducing the terrorist activities. 

 Fifth, raising their costs on one of their activities might have an increase on 
them performing other activities. 

 Sixth, the use of advertising can change the utility that terrorists take from 
performing illicit activities. 

 Seventh, every asset that is seized from terrorists is a victory. Taking an asset 
from terrorists is not only constraining their budget further, but is increasing in 
the eyes of terrorist organizations, the opportunity-cost of further activities 
increases. Even though terrorists are bolder than normal players, they still 
answer to incentives. More careful spending from a set of bank accounts after 
a terrorist asset seizure might be a good indicator of these accounts’ 
involvement in terrorism financing. 

 
Questions: 

1. How could Banks identify sources of terrorist financing without violating the 
privacy of their customers? 

2. How could financial entities link certain trends to certain activities related to 
terrorism? 

3. To which extend is my organization willing to divert resources into this fight? 
4. How is my organization related to terrorism financing scandals? 
5. Which information is relevant in the identification of terrorism financing? 
6. How could authorities help banks identify suspicious transactions? 

 
See also  

 Emerging Terrorist Financing Risks 

 Wolfsberg Statement on the Suppression of Financing of Terrorism 

 

 

 

1. AML (Anti-money laundering) in regards to corruption in Latin America 
Defined as the process in which resources, illegitimately obtained in a criminal act, 
are justified and disguised as derived from a legal source. It continues to affect the 
development and growth all around The World.  
According to The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, it is recognized that 
between 580 billion and 2 trillion dollars enter the cycle of money laundering 
annually, about 2 - 5% of the Gross World Product.  

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/methodsandtrends/documents/emerging-terrorist-financing-risks.html
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/16.%20Wolfsberg_Statement_on_the_Suppression_of_the_Financing_of_Terrorism_%282002%29.pdf


The increase of crime and corruption, the loss of legitimacy in the private sector, the 
weakening of financial institutions and economic instability are some of the main 
repercussions of money laundering. 

 
Money Laundering Cycle  

Step One: Placement  
Disposal of assets acquired from criminal activity, such as reducing the 
size of large amounts of currency into a bank account or transporting 
it  

Step Two: Layering  
Separation of the product from their source by adding layers of 
transactions to disguise the source and ownership of the funds. E.g. 
sending money from one account to another, placing money in 
investments such as stocks.  

Step Three: Integration  
Re- entry of the funds into the account of a legal business or a personal 
transaction.  

 
Corruption in Latin America 
Through the years, money laundering in the shape of corruption has gained 
magnitude as more cases have been surging. Despite the constant changes and 
actions taken against it, it still remains strong. As said before money laundering has 
a direct impact in the growth of a country, and Latin American countries are one of 
the best examples.  
Historical References:  
- Operation LAVA JATO (Brazil) / Car Wash Operation 
Operation Lava Jato began in 2014, following the discoveries of the Finance 
Ministry’s intelligence unit. These discoveries consisted in unusual transactions, 
implicating Petrobras (state-owned company) and Odebrecht, both of these 
companies’ executives were sent to jail for several cases of bribery. To the day, 



public officials have been investigated, including various former presidents, counting 
Dilma Rousseff; ministers; congressmen; and governors.  
- Odebrecht Case  
Bribery across Latin American countries in the seek of contracts,  
July 28, 2015 

Penal action was opened against Odebrecht executive for corruption and 
participation in Lava Jato case.  
March 8, 2016 

Marcelo Odebrecht was sentenced to 19 years of imprisonment, charged with 
passive corruption association for crime.  
October 5, 2016  

Charges presented against former Brazilian president Lula da a Silva involve 
him in the scandal. 
December 21, 2016 

United States Department of Justice reveals documents in which 788 millions 
of dollars of bribery across 12 Latin American and African countries.  
January 2017 

Former Colombian vice-minister of transportation, Gabriel García Morales, 
and former Colombian former congressman, Otto Bula, were captured for alleged 
participation in the case. According to the prosecution, Otto Bula was hired to obtain 
contracts in favor of Concesionaria Ruta del Sol S.A.S.  
García Morales accepted charges, Otto Bula refused to.  
February 2017  

Former Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos and former presidential 
candidate Oscar Iván Zuluaga were investigated, for the entrance of , allegedly, a 
million and 1,6 million dollars during their presidential campaign. 
February 27, 2017 

686 assets , owned by Otto Bula were frozen by the Colombian prosecution 
with a total value of 18 million dollar ( approximately).  
March, 2017 

Marcelo Odebrecht admitted contributing with donations to former Brazilian 
president’ s Dilma Rousseuff’s campaign in 2014.  Her lawyers denied this 
statement.  

New evidence found proves Odebrecht’s implications in the Colombian 
presidential elections of 2014. 

 
See also: 

 Professional Money Laundering (pdf, ) 

 Concealment of Beneficial Ownership (pdf, ) 

 Wolfsberg AML Guidance on Credit/Charge Card Issuing and Merchant 
Acquiring Activities - May 2009 

 Wolfsberg Group, Clearing House Statement on Payment Message 
Standards - April 2007 

 Wolfsberg Statement - Guidance on a Risk Based Approach for Managing 
Money Laundering Risks - March 2006 

 Wolfsberg Group ABC Guidance June 2017 

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/Professional-Money-Laundering.pdf
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/FATF-Egmont-Concealment-beneficial-ownership.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/12.%20Wolfsberg_Credit_Cards_AML_Guidance_%282009%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/12.%20Wolfsberg_Credit_Cards_AML_Guidance_%282009%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/13.%20Wolfsberg_NYCH_Statement_on_Payment_Message_Standards_%282007%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/13.%20Wolfsberg_NYCH_Statement_on_Payment_Message_Standards_%282007%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/15.%20Wolfsberg_RBA_Guidance_%282006%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/15.%20Wolfsberg_RBA_Guidance_%282006%29.pdf
https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/3.%20Wolfsberg-Group-ABC-Guidance-June-2017.pdf


 La Corrupción en Latinoamerica: Un Estudio Analítico Basado en una 
Revisión Bibliográfica y Entrevistas 

 Inseguridad y Temor en Argentina: el impacto de la confianza en la policía y 
la corrupción sobre la percepción ciudadana del crimen 

 The Changing Contexto of Corruption in Latin America  

 
 
Questions: 

1. How is the organization I represent related to money laundering scandals? 
2. How is the organization I represent related to corruption scandals? 
3. Is it in my best interests to hinder the advancement of politics against 

corruption and bribery? 
4. What actions has my organization taken to prevent money laundering and 

bribery? 
5. What information that’s not available to me would be useful to prevent 

bribery and money laundering? Which other organizations have this 
information available? 

6. To what extend is my organization willing to divert resources to solve this 
problem? 

7. What steps has my organization already taken to solve this problem? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.bibliotecavirtual.info/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/estudio_la_corrupcion_en_america_latina.pdf
http://www.bibliotecavirtual.info/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/estudio_la_corrupcion_en_america_latina.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lucia_Dammert/publication/270151874_Inseguridad_y_temor_en_la_Argentina_el_impacto_de_la_confianza_en_la_policia_y_la_corrupcion_sobre_la_percepcion_ciudadana_del_crimen/links/59c80aedaca272c71bc7ef5d/Inseguridad-y-temor-en-la-Argentina-el-impacto-de-la-confianza-en-la-policia-y-la-corrupcion-sobre-la-percepcion-ciudadana-del-crimen.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lucia_Dammert/publication/270151874_Inseguridad_y_temor_en_la_Argentina_el_impacto_de_la_confianza_en_la_policia_y_la_corrupcion_sobre_la_percepcion_ciudadana_del_crimen/links/59c80aedaca272c71bc7ef5d/Inseguridad-y-temor-en-la-Argentina-el-impacto-de-la-confianza-en-la-policia-y-la-corrupcion-sobre-la-percepcion-ciudadana-del-crimen.pdf
https://www.thedialogue.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Corruption-in-Latin-America_ROL_Report_FINAL_web-PDF.pdf


Our Committee 
 
Goals:  
Development of delegates speaking skills, making their speeches more convincing 
and understandable. 
Teaching the Parliamentary Process to delegates 
Points of order of parliamentary language will be forbidden 
Prompting the delegates to find new, innovative solutions that are not only viable, 
but that show an understanding on microeconomics as well as the financial 
system. They should also show a deep understanding of the topics. 
Reach a total consensus, while the delegates are coherent with their position and 
interests (in reference to Black and White papers) 
If the committee doesn’t reach total consensus, votes against and abstinences 
should be justified by the delegates. 
Delegates shall solve controversies quickly, taking no more than 4 interventions to 
solve them. 
Delegates shall introduce a new face of the problem that wasn’t explored before 
with each controversy they arise. 

 
  



 

 
THE WOLFSBERG GROUP 

 

 
 

 The Wolfsberg Group is a non-governmental organization associated with the 
oversee of worldwide economy. It was founded in 2000 with the intention of devising 
a set of financial industry standards as a course of action for AML (anti-money 
laundering), KYC (know your costumer) and CTF (counter- terrorism financing) 
purposes. The Wolfsberg group is currently formed by 13 intercontinental banks. 
 
Meetings regularly take place between the group and financial industry federations 
(e.g. International Banking Federation, New York Clearing House, SWIFT) where 
actions and policies regarding financial crime are discussed and developed.  
 
Wolfsberg Standards 
 
Variety of reports apropos of functioning as guidance on risks and approaches of 
managing mainly AML and CTF, the first report was published in 2000 under the title 
of “AML Principles”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WOLFSBERG GROUP HISTORY 
  

Main Background events (previous to creation)  

Bank Secrecy Act (1970) 

 

Taking place in the United States, the BSA (also known as the Currency and Foreign 

Transactions Reporting Act), passed as the one of the first laws regarding AML. It 

requires businesses to keep record and reports that have are highly useful in 

criminal, tax1, and regulatory circumstances.  

Financial Action Task Force (1989) 

 

Known as the first co- operative and intercontinental policy, established by G7 group 

of countries, as a response of the rising threats represented by money laundering. 

The FATF developed a group of standards with requirements to countries, territories 

and regions including to:  criminalize money laundering, terrorist financing and 

                                                 
1 Tax:  monetary contribution to the state´s income, established by a governmental institution on activities, 

assets or privilege of individuals or other institutions.  

 



proliferation; freeze2 terrorist assets and confiscate the proceeds of crime; establish 

a Financial Intelligence Unit to collect, analyze,  evaluate, and disseminate 3 

suspicions transaction reports from financial institutions and other reporting 

identities; supervise those financial institutions to ensure compliance with costumer 

due diligence and other requirements contained in the standards and ensure that 

comprehensive and effective mechanisms are in place to cooperate effectively on 

an international level given the growing international dimension in this crimes. 

Changes have been done to the original standards in 2012, approved by the UN, the 

International Monetary Fund, World Bank and the Asian Development Bank among 

many other organizations and bodies. These changes allowed the FATF to include 

new requirements such as to: undertake a national risk assessment; measure 

relating to proliferation financing, add tax crimes as predicate offenses of money 

laundering, and to require countries to ratify the UN CAC (Convention Against 

Corruption).  

 

Even if approved by the US, the final 40 requirements by the FATF engender a 

general disparity due to many countries finding the implementation of this regulations 

difficult. This disparity would benefit money laundering.  

As a result, a group was created with the purpose of unifying AML and CTF actions 

worldwide.  

 

Other Previous Acts:  

- Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 

- Annunzio- Wylie Anti- Money Laundering Act of 1994 

- Money Laundering and Finantial Crimes Strategy Act of 1998 

 
Timeline  
2000 

- Founded  

- Global Anti-Money Laundering Guidelines for Private Banking 

2002 

- Statement on the Suppression of Terrorism Financing  

                                                 
2Asset Freezing:  General blocking of bank accounts and other assets of institutions or individuals involved 

in illegal activities.  

   
3 Disseminate: To spread, send or distribute.  



- Anti- Money Laundering Principles for Correspondent Banking  

- Revised Global Anti-Money Laundering Guidelines for Private Banking  

 

2003 

- FAQs on Beneficial Ownership 

- FAQs on Intermediaries  

- Statement on AML, Screening, Monitoring and Searching  

2004 

- First Annual Forum  

- AML Questionnaire  

- High Risk Activities  FAQS  

2006 

- First Wolfsberg Academy  

- Guidance on a Risk Based Approach for Managing Money Laundering Risks 

- AML Guidance for Mutual Funds and Other Pooled Investment Vehicles  

- Selected Anti- Money Laundering Issues in the Context of Investment and 

Commercial banking 

2007  

- Statement on Payment Message Standards 

2009 

- AML Guidance on Credit/ Charge card Issuing and Merchant Acquiring 

Activities 

- Revised Statement on AML Screening, Monitoring and Searching  

- Wolfsberg & 8 Industry Groups Issue Statement & Slides on Cover Payments  

2011 

- Prepaid and Stored Value Cards Guidance  

- Anti- Corruption Guidance  

- Comment Letter on FATF  Standards Review  

- Trade Finance Principles  

2012 

- Revised Beneficial Ownership FAQs  

- Revised Intermediaries FAQs 



- Revised Private Banking Principles  

2014 

- Revised AML Questionnaire  

- Revised Anti-Money Laundering Principles for Correspondent Banking  

- Guidance on Mobile and Internet Payment Services  

2016 

- SWIFT Relationship Management Application ( RMA) Due Diligence  

2017 

- Trade Finance Principles ( with BAFT & ICC) 

- Guidance on Politically Exposed Persons  

- Wolfsberg Anti-Bribery and Corruption Compliance Programme Guidance  

- Payment Transparency Standards  

- Launch of the Correspondent Banking Due Diligence Questionnaire4 

 

Relevant Concepts 
Transactions 

 

1. What is a transaction?   

General Transfer of cash or property that takes place between two or more parties 

and establishes a legal obligation.  

Banking Activity affecting a bank account and carried out by the account holder or 

at his request.  

Financial Event involving money or payment. 

 

                                                 
4 Transcripted from original Wolfsberg Timeline  



2. Types of Transactions 

Sales: Legal Transfer of an asset from customer to seller for a monetary value. 

These transactions may be recorded in an accounting journal, a sales account or 

account receivables.  

Purchases: A business obtains the assets or services in order to make sales. This 

type may be recorded in the payable accounts of the business.  

Receipts: Obtained by the exchange of a monetary value for an asset or service from 

one business to another.  

Payments:  A business transferring a monetary value to another  

 

SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication) 

 

 

1. What is SWIFT? 

SWIFT is a messaging network used apropos of a secure transmission of information 

and instructions through a system of codes. It is used by banks, Brokerage Institutes 

and Trading Houses, Securities Dealers, Asset Management Companies, Clearing 

Houses, Depositories, Exchanges and Corporate Business Houses, among others.  

 

2. Why is SWIFT secure? 

SWIFT assigns each financial organization a specific code that has either eight or 

eleven characters, known as the BIC (bank identifier code), SWIFT code, SWIFT ID 

or ISO 9362 code. The first four characters of this code consist in the institute code; 

the fifth and sixth character represent the country code; the next two characters 

represent the location / city code; and the last three optional characters may be 

assigned to represent individual branches.  



Even though, it is important SWIFT does not hold funds or securities, neither does it 

manage its client´s accounts 

SWIFT constantly adds message codes in the transmission of different transactions, 

which makes it unique and different from other message services.  

3. SWIFT´S dominance  

Even if the popularity of message services such as CHIPS, SWIFT maintains its 

domain over the market. As previously mentioned, this may be caused by its 

authenticity when adding new message codes. Almost 50 percent of it is for 

payment-based messages and 43 percent now involves security transactions, the 

remaining percentage is attributed to treasury transactions.  

 

KYC (Know Your Client) 

 

What is it? 

The Know your Client is an established standard form that provides investment 

advisors with detailed information about the customer’s risk tolerance*; knowledge 

(when it comes to investment matters); and their financial state or position.  

 

Two regulations (i.e. FINRA Rule 2090 and FINRA Rule 2111) describe this topic 

together with the intention of creating a fairly way in which firms deal with their clients.   



Introduction to Microeconomics 
Glosary 
Macroeconomics: studies the global 
functioning of the economy as a joint 
group; to explain economic aggregates 
such as price levels, unemployment, 
balance of payments and economic 
growth. 
Demand: Total quantity of a product that 
consumers want to acquire. 
Supply: total quantity of a good or service 
produced in a market. 
Market: Group of acts of trading 
associated to a good or service in a 
determined space and time. 
Displacements: Movements of a curve 
along the plane. 

 

Substitute goods: 1(Demand) goods that 
replace the consumption of other goods. 
For example, chicken and cow meat. 

 2(Supply) goods that through its production 
prevent the production of other goods. 
For example, vegetables. 
Supplementary goods: 1(Demand) Goods 
that are consumed in group. For 
example, computers (hardware) and 
apps (software). 2(Supply) goods which are 
produced together. For example, oil 
derivatives. 
Normal goods: considered as luxuries, 
are consumed more when consumers 
have greater income. 
Inferior goods: have lower prices than 
normal goods and are substitutes of 
these ones, so consumers will buy them 
more when they have lower income. 

 
In our school economics are always seen from a very general macroeconomic standpoint, 
without delving into the mathematic foundation behind all economic principles. In contrast, 
we’ve decided that this guide will present economics under the lights of supply and 
demand theory, showing the mathematical bases behind it without requiring our delegates 
to make arithmetic operations; rather, we’ll demand you an understanding of the relations 
of the economic elements. 
 
The reason behind this choice is that as the committee is composed in its majority by the 
private sector, we believe that it is better to use a theory that not only explains the 
individual behavior of both companies and consumers, but is used by these companies 
to take decisions about their production (in these case, financial services). 
 
The different market models 
Supply and demand don’t behave the same way in all markets; there are 3 types of 
markets based on this: 

 Competitive Market: where many producers exist, so that no producer can have a 
great effect on the price of a good/service. 

https://cbceconomia.files.wordpress.com/2017/09/krugman-2013-fundamentos-de-economc3ada.pdf


   

 Monopoly: there exists only one producer and there are no substitute goods, so 
the producer can affect prices greatly. 

 Oligopoly: there are some producers of the same good, which can have a great 
effect on prices. 

To understand why in a competitive market producer cannot have a great impact on 
prices, it is necessary to understand supply and demand curves. 
 
Demand curve 
 
The price of a good affects its demand. This happens because producers are willing to 
obtain different quantities of a good at different prices. Generally the relation between 
price and demand is inverse, meaning that if a good has a greater price, it will have less 
demand. For example, when rice Price goes up, families are less willing to buy it, reducing 
its demand. When prices and demanded quantities are tabulated and plotted on a graph 
we obtain the demand curve. 
 

Example (Disclaimer: the data shown in the graph 
does not correspond to real ) 

As you can see the 
demand is plotted on the 
x-axis while the price is 
plotted on the y-axis, even 
though price is the one 
that determines the 
demand. 
 

Curve of annual demand of Brownies in Colombia 

 
 

Price per 
unit (COP) 

Demand 
(millions) 

3000 1 

2500 1,25 

2000 1,75 

1500 2,5 

1000 3,5 

 
The romero family is willing to buy 4 ice creams every weekend. However, one day prices 
go up from 2200 COP to 3000 COP; the family stops buying 4 ice creams and starts 
buying 2 every weekend. The individual demand of the family reduced by half after 
prices changed. The tabulation and plotting of prices and the respective individual 
demand is the individual demand curve. 
 
It is necessary to know that the individual demand of all consumers is different, while you 
may eat pork every day, your Jewish friend will never eat, and your friend that likes to go 
to the gym will seldom eat it. Then the individual demand curve is different for all 



   

consumers. The global demand curve (or demand curve) is the horizontal sum of all 
individual demand curves. 
 
 
Example 

Felipe’s demand Daniel’s demand 

  
Natalia’s demand “Global” demand 

  
Note that even though they are called curves, they might as well be straight lines. 

 
The demand curve can be displaced, which will affect the demand without changing 
prices; this can be due to a series of factors: 
 

FACTOR DESPLAZAMIENTO EJEMPLO 

Increase in the price of a 
substitute good 

To the right (demand 
grows) 

As the Price of the yuca 
increases, the demand 
of the potato increases. 

Increase of price of a 
supplementary good. 

To the left (the demand 
is reduced) 

As the prices of 
Iphones increase, the 
demand for IWatches 
decrease. 

Increase in the general 
income of consumers 

Normal goods: To the 
right (the demand 
increases) 

The mínimum wage 
was increased by 8 
points above inflation, 
so the demand of cow 
meat increases 

Inferior goods: To the 
left (the demand 
decreases) 

And the demand of the 
chicken decreases. 



   

Spectations of a future 
increase in price 

To the right (demand 
increases) 

It is expected that the 
Ecopetrol stocks price 
increases, so the 
demand of the stocks 
increases too. 

Reduction of the number of 
consumers 

To the left (demand 
reduces) 

A wave of 
unemployment reduces 
the demand of  
videogames. 

 
There are also factors that refer to consumer preferences, between those there are: 
mode, change in belief systems, cultural changes and change in the likes. Although 
economists have not much to say about these, publishers do. 
 
Supply Curve 
 
The price also affects the supply, but in this case, the relation between both is positive: 
when the price increases, the producers are more willing to produce more. For example, 
a candy vendor is more willing to sell more candies if instead of them costing $100 they 
costed $200. The supply curve is graphed the same way as the demand curve is. 
 
Individual supply curves exist the same way individual demand curves do, and the 
global supply curve is the horizontal sum of the individual ones. 
 
There are many factors that can produce a displacement in the supply curve:  
 

Factor Displacement Example 

Increase in the price of 
inputs 

To the left (reduction of 
the supply) 

The price of the aluminum 
increases, decreasing the 
supply of airplanes. 

Increase in the price of 
substitute goods 

To the left (supply 
decreases) 

The price of yogurt 
increases, reducing the 
supply of cheese. 

Increase in 
complementary goods 
price 

To the right (supply 
increases) 

Diesel price goes up, so 
gasoline supply goes up. 

Better technology To the right (supply 
increases) 

New techniques in 
integrated circuits 
production allow it to 
cheapen, increasing the 
supply. 

Expectation of increase in 
price 

To the right (supply 
increases) 

It is expected that natural 
gas prices increase soon, 
so its supply increases. 

 
Equilibrium Point  



   

The point of equilibrium of a product is the point in which the curve of demand and the 
curve of supply meet; in this point the quantity of goods produced is equal to the quantity 
of demanded goods. Competitive markets get to a point of equilibrium, but why? 

 When there’s an excess of supply, there’s an excess of the products that isn’t sold, 
forcing producers to lower the prices. 

 When there’s an excess of demand there’s scarcity, which means that there are 
frustrated customers that couldn’t buy the product; either the producers pick up on 
this, increasing the price, or the customers bargain to obtain the product for a 
higher price. 

 When the equilibrium point is reached, it is maintained (when customers have 
perfect knowledge of market prices) as: 

o A producer with elevated prices doesn’t sell 
o A producer won’t sell its product for lower prices if they know they can sell 

them for greater prices. 
The displacements in supply and demand curves affect the equilibrium point. 
 

Displacement in the 
supply 

Displacement in the 
demand 

Effect on the 
equilibrium point 

Right (Increases) - Price and quantity 
increase 

Left (Reduces) - Price and qunatity 
decrease 

Right (Increases) Right (Increases) Quantity increases 

Left (Reduces) Left (Reduces) Quantity reduces 

Right (Increases) Left (Reduces) Price increases 

Izquierda (Se reduce) Right (Increases) Price decreases 

- Right (Increases) Price decreases and 
quantity increases 

- Izquierda (Se reduce) Price increases and 
quantity decreases. 

 
Market efficiency 
 
Changes in the demand curve occur because consumers individually have a max price 
that they are willing to pay for a product. For example, I wouldn’t be willing to pay $1.000 
for one bread; the maximum price I would be willing to pay would be $400. The price is 
$300, so every time I buy bread I am “winning” $100; the difference between my 
willingness to pay and the good’s price is called consumer surplus. 
Graphically, the consumer surplus is equal to the area below the demand curve and 
above the price. 
 
The changes along the supply curve happen because there’s a cost to producers, or in 
other words, a minimum sell price. For example, if Valentina is willing to work for 
$1.200.000, she will decline a job with an $800.000 wage, while she’ll win $1.200.000 if 
she gets a job that has a $2.400.000 wage. The difference between cost and the good’s 
price is called producer surplus. 



   

 
Graphically, the producer surplus is the area that’s above the supply curve and below the 
price. 
For the surplus of the consumer and the producer we can affirm that in a market economy 
everybody wins, as when we reach the point of equilibrium, we reach the maximum 
surplus possible. Therefore, we call the market equilibrium: efficiency. 
It is necessary to clear up that there’s a difference between equity and efficiency; that’s 
why policies are made that sacrifice efficiency to make a fairer society. These policies are 
called market controls, and they are: 
 

Policy Negative Effects Example 

Minimum Prices - Loss of efficiency 
(Demand< Supply) 

- Inefficient assignment 
of resoruces 

- Waste 
- Greater quality tan 

necessary 

Minimum wage 

Maximum prices - Loss of efficiency 
(Supply < Demand) 

- Inefficient assignment 
of resources 

- Waste 
- Lower quality than the 

demanded one 

First necessity products in 
Venezuela 

Quantity controls - Loss of efficiency 
(Supply<Demand) 

- Increase in price 
- Waste 

Taxi licenses 

 
Markets that do not achieve efficiency are: 
- Monopolies 
- Those that are affected by external factors 
- Those that have incomplete information (For example, tourist markets) 
Elasticity 
 

∆𝑫% =
∆𝑫

𝑫𝟎
 

Where D is demand 

∆𝑷% =
∆𝑷

𝑷𝟎
 

Where P is price 

𝑬𝑫 =
∆𝑫%
∆𝑷%

 

Where E is elasticity 



   

∆𝑺% =
∆𝑺

𝑺𝟎
 

Where S is supply 

𝑬𝑺 =
∆𝑺%
∆𝑷%

 

The elasticity(demand) is the measure that compares price changes and the change of 
demand in a given point of the graph; when the good has more elasticity, its demand 
change will be greater when a price change happens. 
When a good is inelastic (elasticity < 1), an increase in the good’s price increases the 
total revenue of the producers. When a good is elastic (elasticity > 1) an increase in price 
reduces the total revenue. When demand elasticity is unitary (elasticity = 1) a change in 
price won’t affect the total revenue. That’s why a company obtains a greater benefit when 
the elasticity of the demand is unitary (as it cannot win more) 
The factors that affect a product elasticity are: 

 The presence of substitute goods increases the demands elasticity. To exemplify 
this, when there was a panic in the United States over the scarcity of vaccines 
against the AH1N1 flu, the lack of substitutes of the products enabled the 
providers to increase the vaccine prices without affecting greatly the demand. 

 If a product is perceived as a necessity, its elasticity is reduced; it isn’t necessary 
for the product to be really a necessity, it just must be perceived as one. Insurance 
are very inelastic as they as perceived as a necessity. 

 When the product represents a low percentage of the consumer’s rent, the 
demand is less elastic. The elasticity of apartment prices is greater than the 
elasticity of sweet prices. 

 The elasticity increases as times passes from a change of price. When oil prices 
go up, the demand reduces gradually until consumers get used to consume less 
from it. 

 
The elasticity of the supply has 2 principal factors: 

 The availability of the inputs makes them easier to get, introduce and take away; 
when they are more available, elasticity is greater. 

 The same way time affects the elasticity of demand, affects the supply. 
 

Utility of the consumer. 
 
It is the satisfaction that a consumer gets from consuming a product, it is measured in an 
imaginary unit that we will call utils (that has no practical value, only theoretical one). A 
consumer buys a good because it can get the same utility. For example, I buy oreo 
because I get utility from them; however, for every cookie I eat, the utility I get from the 
next cookie will be less than the last one. That’s why we say that marginal utility (utility 
from buying an additional good) is generally decreasing. 
 
A consumer will always buys an optimal consumer basket, that means that you’ll get the 
products that will give you the grater utility with the budget restrictions you’ve got; and if 
there isn’t any utility in saving, the consumer will spend all of its money in products. 
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